Abstract-This research analyses the medical image encryption based on homomorphic encryption and the resultant image compression. First the Medical records are encrypted using somewhat homomorphic encryption. Next the encrypted results are compressed to reduce the storage size of the resultant image. The problem deals with the secure computation homomorphic technique to maintain the privacy. The similarities between the encrypted images are compared before the compression to show the performance, security strength and computational efficiency. The efficiency of the cryptanalysis is also analyzed using homomorphic technique.
INTRODUCTION
Since the wired and wireless IP networks are open networks, they are vulnerable. Confidentiality is more important to secure multimedia information over the networks. Conventional cryptographic schemes have been applied for protecting alphanumeric data. When compared to the images they are at low density. So the enciphering schemes with a significantly low computation cost are feasible. The encryption and decryption computation is often more complex images and video contents than alphanumeric data. The leakage of the privacy, data can make serious threats to the privacy of the user. Privacy protected encryption is an important one which can be applied to many fields (2) . To maintain security the privacy, data should be protected before sending to the receiver or server.
CONVENTIONAL SOLUTIONS TO MULTIMEDIA PRIVACY
In 1992, Bourbakis and Alexopoulos have proposed an image encryption scheme which utilizes the SCAN language to encrypt and compress an image simultaneously (3) . Fridrich demonstrated the construction of a symmetric block encryption technique based on 2D standard baker Map. Recently, Chen. et al proposed a symmetric image encryption. Figure 1 . Encryption types based on the Types Based on the type of data and encryption, there are various kinds of encryption schemes in cryptography. The traditional encryption technique converts the data from the original form into an unknown form. AES, RSA and DES are used in text or binary data encryption. These Symmetric and Asymmetric encryption methods are involved in Data encryption. The size of the data is huge. So it is not easy to use them in Image or Video encryption. Encrypting images directly is time consuming and not suitable for real-time applications. Some new encryption algorithms are needed for Image and Video encryption. Image encryption technology development can be partitioned into three categories as raw data encryption, compressed data encryption and partial encryption (2) . Image encryption is done by pixel scrambling or permutation to make the resultant image as unintelligible.
Multimedia encryption Types
The exchange pixel operation changes the place and value of the pixels, which will make the compression operations not work (2) . These types of encryption algorithms are applied to the files which needs no compression. In image encryption the original image is converted into another ciphered image. So it is not easy to identify the difference by a normal person. The encryption algorithms are coming under direct encryption, partial encryption and compression-combined encryption. In direct encryption the data is encrypted using the traditional methods directly. In partial encryption only some parts of the data are encrypted. The encryption operation is combined with compression in the combined approach (2).
Homomorphic Protocol for Medical Images using Data Packing
Data Packing There are some reasons for compression. It needs large storage. The network bandwidth is also a reason for Data Packing.
Cryptographic Security
It is the resisting ability of cryptanalysis methods with attacks such as differential analysis, related-key attack and statistical attack (13) .
Histogram Analysis
Histogram Analysis is one of the ways of pixel representation in an image. This pixel positions tells the accuracy and quality of the image. For analysis, the original image is compared with the histogram of a cipher text. Histogram is a method of specifying the continous data. The comparison of the original image and the ciphered image histogram denotes the quality of the encryption technique in our system(1).
Statistical Analysis
Homomorphic encryption scrambles the pixels of the image in the cipher text. So that it decrease the correlation among the pixels to get lower correlation among the pixels.
Correlation coefficient Analysis
Correlation coefficient gives the measurement of the association between the image pixel values. The measure met of the correlation is high means it is well encrypted. If the difference between, the correlation value of an original image and an encrypted image is low means, it can also be improved. If the correlation, association is completely varying means the ciphered image is highly encrypted.
Encryption Quality
Encryption Quality is calculated by the evaluation of image encryption techniques. The Quality and accuracy of the encryption are measured using the correlation value. The encryption algorithm is evaluated using the time it takes to run the algorithm and the size of the key used in the algorithm.
Pixel Change Rate
The number of pixel change rate and Unified average change in intensity are the methods to observe the result of a small change in the input image. From these methods the consequential correlation among the pixels of the original image and encrypted image can be found (14) .
Key Sensitivity
It is defined as the ciphertext's changes are caused by the key changes (12 Homomorphic encryption is a public key encryption scheme, like most of the encryption schemes used to protect financial transactions on the Web. Using public key encryption anybody can encrypt a message using a key that given, but only the holder of the secret key can decrypt it. This public key encryption schemes are more secure than their private key encryption schemes. In this encryption both the sender and the receiver will not have any prior agreement.
The public key encryption schemes are related to most critical mathematical calculations. This can not be done easily. So it is more secure. Homomorphic encryption gives a way of calculations on the encrypted data. When compared to typical method of encryption this gives more tedious computations as well as more security. There are different types of homomorphic cryptosystems in the public key encryption. Additively Homomorphic encryption is one of the important application, Hence it allows the linear operation on the encrypted text.
PROPOSED METHOD
In the proposed method, encryption keys are produced. Initially the image block is applied with the symmetric cryptosystems. The cipher text is then encrypted with the public key cryptosystems. The code word substitution method is applied to the original image.
In the receiver end, the hidden data extraction is accomplished, in the encrypted version. The main use of the proposed method is that the file is strictly preserved (7). Digital Asset Management Systems handle with the media data in the compressed and encrypted form. Assume that the size of the image is 512 X 512. It is divided into small MXM blocks. If M=32, the size of the block is 32X32. (15) A number of pairs of coefficients (A, B) in the block are chosen as A=a1, a2… an, B=b1, b2,…. bn. Based on pseudo random numbers. For encryption, two coefficient value (ai,bi) is encrypted using the cryptosystem. This is continued for the M size, number of times (15) . Each block is encrypted accordingly. The conventional ciphers like IDEA, AES, DES, RSA can be applied only to the traditional image encryption. These ciphers require a large computational time and high computing power. The Proposed encryption scheme which uses an advanced encryption technique takes time for calculation. But the quality of the security is very high for the real time processes.
The proposed encryption method uses an secret key for encryption. The secret key size depends the size of the image. The key is divided by the number of blocks of the given image. The Figure 2 shows the encryption protocol of an Image sharing with privacy preserving. The parameters used are showing the encryption quality of the data. If the key sizes increases, it increases the Key sensitivity. The correlation coefficient gives the pixel relation in the original image and encrypted image. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, We have presented Secured Homomorphic protocol. Using the asymmetric cryptographic technique, the personal image data is sent to the server. The receiver gets the data from the server and uses the data for treatment. This protocol gives more security over the personal data of the user when compared to the existing encryption techniques.
